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Hom~coming

Happenings
THURSDAY, Oct. 26
• Wildcats Get Western:
CWU Rodeo Club Dance at·
8 p.m. in Club Central.
Cost is $3 single/$5 double.
Come early for free dance
lessons. Everyone welcome, kids too! Roping and
dance ca,ntests with prizes.

FRIDAY, Oct. 27
• Halloween Homecoming
Sound and Light Foot
Parade. Line-up begins at 5
p.m. in the Nicholson
Pavilion Parking lot. Parade
starts at 6 p.m. and will end
at the SUB. Prizes will be
awarded to entries with
Best Halloween Costumes,
Best Sound and Best
Lights.
• Do the Trenchcoat Strut!
The Trenchcoats, an
Acapella ·quartet will blend
humor, choreography and
club creativity in a knockout performance at 8 p.m.
in Club Central. Tickets can
be purchased at the SUB
Info. Booth. The cost is $4
in advance, $6 at the door
and $2.50 for children.
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Central student is one in a million
by Gordon Coonfield
Staff reporter
By this time the "Million Man
March" has been analyzed from
many different perspectives: left,
right, black, white. But Central senior Montruex Macon, a sociology
major, took time from his classes to
goto the Monday, Oct. 16, march in
.Washington D.C.
"It made me go and look in the
mirror," Macon said.
He explained that the march
caused him to realize the importanceof growing as an individual, so
he can be a strong role model for
younger African-Americans.
Macon pointed out that the march
communicated to -America a new
unity amongst black men, and an
image of them vastly different from
the one often portrayed in the media:
"We were getting together to say
'We're no tall drug dealers and gang
members. We're hard workingmen
who want to do something for [our]
future'," Macon said.
Many politicians would not give
the march their blessing because of
its controversial organizer, Nation

Montreux Macon participated in the Million Man March last week in Washington D.C.
of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan.
But Macon pointed out that the
march was about more than one
man.

When asked about the minister's
address, Macon said "I honestly
don't believe he was racist."
'The march was so much deeper

than going to Washington [D.C.]
and ~landing there for a day," Macon said, "It was about a deeper
level of consciousness in America."

·Brook.lane's water t~sted for .giardia

SATURDAY, Oct. 28
• Homecoming Football
Game vs. Southern Oregon.
Pre-game Prep Rally at
11 :30 a.m. in front of Barge
Hall. Kick-off is at 1:30
p.m. Winners of the
D.A.P.P.E.R. sponsored
Banner Contest will be
announced during halftime.
• Alumni honoree Brian
Thompson will receive the
1995 Special Achievement
Award .at the Homecoming
banquet at 5:30 p.m.
• Put on your mask .. .It's
time to dance.
This semi-formal (with
mask) Midnight Masquerade Dance will be in the
SUB Ballroom from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Bring a can of
food and get in for only $4,
admission is $5 without a
can.
• The Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery ~vill be open from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
gallery will hold these
hours only during Homecoming weekend.

by Gordon Coonfield
Staff reporter
A mysterious case of giardia
has been reported at the
Brooklane Village, and at this
point, no one is sure how it
happened.
Brianna, the 13-month old
daughter of Anna and Brian
Albright, was diagnosed with
an infection after suffering
with the symptoms for almost a
month.
"h's scary," Anna Albright
said, who is still at a loss to
determine where her child
could have been infected.

ing to Kristen
Karns, the Direc"Beaver fev~r," You have people that tor of Personal
usually afflicts
•
•
· Heal th for the
campers and hik- panic, but there IS no county health department.
ers because it is
need for fear.
"We typically
so common in
-Janice Freehill
have a few cases
mountain
reported, [but]
streams in the Director of ijousing
our rates are not
northwest.
excessive this
"We've been
year," Karns said.
home all summer," Albright
After the diagnosis was resaid.
ported by the family physician,
The symptoms, which inthe city of Ellensburg began
clude chronic diarrhea, cramprunning tests on city and irri- ·
ing, fatigue, fever, and joint
gation water at Brooklane to
· pain, can be recurring, accordThe illness,
better known as

determine if either was the culprit.
Tests of the drinking water,
as well as the irrigation water,
which was used to fill Brianna's
wading pool earlier this summer, have come back negative,
according to city engineer John
Akers.
"You have people that
panic," Janice Frcehill,· director of housi hg said_, "but there
is no need for rear."
Freehill suggested that anyone who thinks they have symptoms shou Id be tested by a physician.

Johnson joins Central as CARES coordinator .
by Windy O'Connor
Staff reporter
This year's Central CARES coordinator is Jacy L. Johnson. Srye
received her bachelor's degree
from Central in community psychology last June.
The Central CARES program
organizes community service
projects between Ellensburg and
the university community. Campus volunteers are linked with lo-

cal service projects and programs
which
are funded through
AmeriCorpsNational Service Network, the Washington State Campus Compact, and Central.
A Crisis Line volunteer for two
years, Johnson did her internship
attheKittitasCounty Action Council. She thinks "community service is a facet of community psychology."
Johnson remains a paraprofes-

sional case manager for the KCAC
to get management experience. At
. CWU, she works to establish relationships with agencies who need
volunteers.
"From day one, agencies have
been calling in with volunteer opportunities," said Johnson. "'I've
placed thirty-five volunteers already this quarter."
Johnson recently returned from a
three-day AmeriCorps member

development confer.ence on
Camano Island. Approximately
250 people from Washington attended workshops to learn how- to
work with volunteers and how to
relate to at-risk youth. Participants
also met other members from different areas.
One of Johnson's goals this year
is to make community service a

See CARES/page 5
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Higher education funding on chopping block
,

I

Higher education is once again on
the congressional chopping block.
The particulars are as hazy as one
would expect: the Republicans insist their proposed measures arc feasible and won't disrupt anyone's li.fe
substantially, while Democrats protest stealing from higher education

A

I

I .

And according to Croft, 189 Central students, 11 percent, would no
longer receive the Pell grant as a
National Association of Financial source of funds. Students would
Aid Administrators Newsletter, the also lose access to the Educational
FPG will be funded with $500 mil- · Opportunity grant, which requires
lion less than last year. The legis.l a- that recipients first receive the Pell
tion, which passed the House and is grant to qualify, further diminishing
being considered in the Snate, will their sources of funds.
raise the minimum and maximum
Another blow will be felt by Cenawards.
tral students next year, should it pass,

-America'sfuture-togiveatax
cut to the wealthy. But th~ bottom
line is $I 0.4 billion will be cut from
education spending in 1996, and Central students will feel the blow.
"No matter what happens we're
going to end up hurting," Donna
Croft, Central' s Financial Aid Director, said.
The first blow will be to the Fed~ral Pell grant. According to the

by Gordon Coonfield
Staff reporter

Ila YSIS.

would come to the newly implementedFederal Direct Student Loan
program. The House version would
eliminate-this program, which was
available to Central students for the
first time in this, the program's second year.
"A law was passed one year ago to
allow competition between theFDSL

See FUNDS/page 4

Club spotlight: P.R.S.S.A. prepares students for t~e future
What is the P.R.S.S.A.? Tuesdays at 6 p.m., walk-ins are
P.R.S.S.A. is national organization welcome.
that is designed to give majors in
Membership dues are $45, but
public relations a chance to work you get to go to functions at disand learn skills in a professional . counted rates, chances at scholar- .
atmoshpere.
ships,competitions,andawardsthat
It will assist in giving students only P.R.S.S.A. members qualify
exposure and experience in the field for.
of public relations.
·
Members also can get the publi"Preparing students for the fu- cation "P.R. Tactics." Public Relature" is what it's doing. Meetings tions is a growing field, almost
arc held in the SUB. room 204 on everyone needs it, from Boise Cas-

by Jim Huffman
Staff reporter
Take heart all ye who have a
prohlcm thus: you want to be involvecl in a certain profession but
there aren't any jobs in the field?
You arc afraid you'll have to pick
another career, well there is a chance
you could do public relations in
that field. Want to find out more?
Go to a P.R.S.S.A. meeting.

cades to the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. The field that you might
be interested in will quite likely
have a need for public relations,)t
would be worth it just to swing by
and hear what they have to say at a
meeting.
For those of you who "surf the
net," P.R.S.S.A. is oneofonlythree
organizations that are listed in the
C.W.U. web sight.
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FALL BACK!
Be ready to set your clocks back at Midnight on Saturday, October
28 for daylight savings time.
Take your first S.T.E.P.S.
S.T.E.P.S . (Students and Staff for the Education and Prevention of
Sexual Assualt will be hosting an Advocate Training November 911. Learn, volunteer and educate. Applications are available at the
Student Health and Counseling Center. Qon't miss the October 30,
completed application and interview deadline. For more information call Pat Cole at 963-1391 or speak with an advocate on call at
856-8344.
BOO Central!!!
If you're looking for a safe place for your kids to trick or treat, have
a spooktacular time at Central Washington University on Tuesday,
October 31, from 6~00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the SUB. No charge, for
children up to 6th grade. Free parking at Hertz Parking lot will be
available for the event. Canned food donations will be accepted for
a local shelter.
Hot Talk
Central Washington University will be presenting a panel discussion entitled "Hiroshima and Nagasaki: The Moral Ambiguities of
History" on Thursday, November 2 at 3 p.m. in Randall Hall 118.
Scholarship Opportunity
The deadline for the Winter Quarter Farrell Merit Scholarship is
Nov. 15. Full-time sophomores, juniors and seniors majoring in
fine arts (art, drama, creative writing or music) or students that
intend to pursue a specific research project in archaeology, geology
or history of the Kittitas Valley are eligible to apply. For details and
application materials call 963-1484.
Fellowship program
Applications for the 1996 National Science Foundation graduate
research fellowship program are available at the Graduate Studies
Office in Barge 304. Application deadline is Nov. 6

•.
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Weekend tours of the CHCI are now going on. Go check out the monkey business.

Nearly 30 years of research
Project Washoe produces communication model
by Jerry Ockfen
Staff reporter

Central' s Chimpanzee and
Human Communications Institute (CHCI) has been doing research on primate communication-human and chimanzee
since 1966, the first and longest running of its kind.
The institute cares for a family of five chimpanzees:
Washoe, ·Loulis, Moja, Dar and
Tatu. They have all developed
extensive vocabularies using
American Sign Language
(ASL) and use those vocabularies to communicate with
themselves and humans.

gent and personable individuals," Jensvold said.
The research at CHCI has
produced a better understanding about how humans learn
language skills and provided
another model to study the role
of language in commuication.
The one hour Chimposium
tours allow the public to observe Washoe and her family
play, run, and sign.
Tours are given Saturdays
at 9: 15 and 10:45 a.m., as well
as Sundays at 12: 15 and 2:00
p.m. Reservations are suggested and the cost is $7 .50 for
students and $10 for adults.

The chimpanzees now have a
large living e_nvironment which
is intellectually stimulating and
provides them with an area to
run, climb and be outdoors.
The new facility also improves education to students
with 40 to 50 opportunities to
become active members in the
institute.
They learn animal care, grant
writing and scientific-research
methods.
Mary Lee Jensvold has been
working with the Institute for
nine years and said she has
learned a lo.t over the years.
"The animals are very intelli-

Ext rava- Ski-

GaD.za
November 1st
in the SUB pit
10 am to 2 pm

.
~

Featuring:
Vendors & Ski Representatives from
throughout the Pacific Northwest
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· Monday, Oct. 16, 2:28 p.m.
A 30-minute parking sign was
reponed stolen from the parking
lot near Hitchcock Hall. Estimated
value was $50.
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incident was not intentional.

Monday, Oct. 23, 1:32 a.m.

Campus
C9ps

An 18-year-old man reported that
his AM/FM compact disc player
and miscellaneous papers were sto- _
Tuesday, Oct. 17, 4:08 a.m.
len from his 1991 Chevrolet
Officers observed a 1986 Pontiac
Corsica.
Fiero weaving down 8th A venue.
The vehicle had been parked in
After making contact with the
the N-19 parking lot near Barto
by Lisa Pemberton-Butler
driver, they arrested the 25-yearHall.
let, and in the process ofinventoryold man for suspicion of DWI and Fire Department investigated the
The method of entry was the broing its contents, officers found two ken passenger side window ($350/ From page2
he was booked into the Kittitas scene.
·County Jail.
Police Chief Rittereiser said the driver's licenses with conflicting damage) and the value of the items
and the FFELP programs," Croft
information.
Wednesday, Oct.18, 9:27 a.m.
cause of the fir~ was a faulty transstolen was $310. The window had
said, and the competition appears to
Police are attempting to return
A faculty member from the psyformer, and there was no signifibeen smashed out with a large rock.
have been healthy for both programs.
the wallet and contact the suspect,
chology department reported the cant damage to the building.
Monday, Oct. 23, 2:15 a.m.
"I felt it provided better service to
Rittereiser said.
posting of unauthorized handbills
Thursday, Oct. 19, 10 p.m.
An 18-year-old female reported
students (as well as) an improved
in professors' mailboxes. The broA 1984 Honda Civic rolled into a Saturday, Oct. 21, 8:3~ p.m.
that her 1993 Ford Escort was brodelivery time"
A 21-year-old man was cited for
chures were advertising Christmas
1991 Toyota pickup in the library
ken into through the passengers
Students and administrators seem
driving with a suspended license.
side window.
parties and had not been approved parking lot.
.to agree on the benefits of the new
by the scheduling department.
Both vehicles were parked, but Saturday, Oct. 21, 8:24 p.m.
The vehicle had been parked in
FDSL program . .
An LOA reported that she heard
the 1-15 parking lot and several
Wednesday, Oct.18, 2:24 p.m.
the 16-year-old male driver of the
Alesha Schmidt, a Central student
A 21-year-old bicyclist "bit it"
Honda failed to set the parking someone running on the roof of cassettes valuing $60 were stolen.
said, "The paperwork was much
Monday, Oct. 23, 2:30 a.m.
when he was attempting to ride his brake. There was minor bumper Alford-Montgomery Hall.
easier. You just had to sign and send
A 25-year-old North Hall resiPolice interviewed several resibike over a mound of dirt on the
damage to both vehicles.
it back."
dent reponed that his $300 Sony
dents, but no one saw anybody on
south side of Alford-Montgomery
Thursday, Oct. 19, 10:10 p.m.
''The effort and expense borne by
compact disc player was' stolen
A 19-year-old Alford-Montgomthe roof and there was no damage.
Hall. The man was transferred to
(the) institutions to assume the refrom his 1989 Dodge car. The car
Kittitas Valley Community Hospiery resident reported that his white There are no suspects.
sponsibilities of the Direct Loan
had been parked in the J-8 parking
Sunday, Oct. 22, 12:48 a.m.
tal and treated for a broken nose erasable board was stolen off his
Program have been significant," said
lot and had been broken into
door. This was the fourth erasable
A police officer on foot patrol
and miscellaneous cuts and scrapes.
Dallas Manin.
heard a window breaking on the
through the passenger side wing
board that has been stolen from the
Wednesday, Oct.18, 2:05 p.m.
Central is one of 1,500 schools
resident. Five other residents have first floor of Meisner Hall. Police window.
Campus police responded to an
nationwide involved in the Direct
All three of the burglary cases
contacted an 18-year-old man and
electrical fire in the penthouse of had door boards stolen, as well.
Loan program. The legislation
appear to be related qnd the departPolice have identified the suspect.
a 17-year-old man who said they
the Language and Literature buildpassed by the House would totally
ment is in the process of investigating. The fire was put out with an
Friday, Oct. 20, 2:33 p.m.
would pay for the damages. Upon
close the program, while the Senate
Someone turned in a found walinvestigation, police found that the ing them, Rittereiser said.
extinguisher, and the Ellensburg
version proposes limiting FDSL
loans to 20 prcent of total loan volObserver J"ip Line 963-107~~···Repprt Sc9op! Observer Tip Line 9~3-1073 ...•
ume. This means 1/3 to 1/2 of the
institutions
involved will be forced
Memt.r
back to the old system.
1 llll~
· "I just hope we can stay in [the
WILLIAM R. MEYER, O.D., P.S.
1
Direct loan program]," Croft said.
American Optommic
THE EYE AND CONTACT LENS CLINIC
Association
Congress is also proposing legisill the Plaz.a
lation that impose a fee of .85 percent of the total yearly loan volume
on all institutions involved in the
Federal Direct Student Loan pro511 North Pine Street
Office Hours
gram.
Ellensburg, WA 98926
By Appointment
"They call it a fee, we call ita tax,"
(509) 925-1000
Donna Croft said, and, according to
14.4 KB Fax/Data Modex-150
Croft, the expense to Central would
be between $170,000 and $1 80,000.
14.4 KB Voice/Fax/Data Modem-160
"I don't see how any institution can
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486 Plus More
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keep paying that."
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CD
Titles
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ASCWU' s Vice President of PolitiHR MOUSE. MINI TOWER
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11919
cal Affairs, said. "Somewhere you
are going to have to make up that
money."
!""l
Don't see 1t? :Yust a.skiff
~,,
Another blow, and perhaps the
Ca.II :Josh a.t 963-769d.
lowest, would come not during
school, but after. Currently, students are allowed a six-month grace
period after finishing school, in
which the govemmen,t subsidizes
the interest on their loans. This
a Pacific Northwest based national leader inuolued in
allows students some time to put
the wholesale distribution of plumbing, heating, air
their learning to work.
conditioning, industrial pipe, ualues S fittings and pool
''The six-month grace period
S spa products is looking for career oriented
would be done away with," Croft
said. The Senate version would
.... ",
BUSINESS MAJORS
affect about 5,000 Central students,
for its.
'
and would involve millions of dolManagement Training Program.
lars out of student pockets nationwide.
If you haoe a desire to learn a business from the
"If they have opinions one way or
ground floor and to be inooloed in sales or operations
the
other, I urge students to contact
management sign
for an on-campus
their
senator and representatives,"
interview on
Croft said
Nouember I 5, I 995 at the
"The best thing to do is call and
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Pack your bags and bail to Bali in the spring
by Rob Kauder
Sports editor
While most students have yet
to pick up their winter quarter
REGI books, some people are
already planning what they're
going to be doing during spring
break. While others might enjoy
going to Fort Lauderdale,
Daytona Beach or Palm Springs,
Professor John Alwin is still planning o,n taking a group of students to Bali.
Bali is located east of the island of Java in the southeast Pacific.
Professor Alwin plans to take
a group of students and educators there from March 13 through
March 26, 1996.
Alwin, who· traveled to Bali
while researching a book last
year, feels that students should
get the opportunity to go overseas and experience another culture.·
The trip won't be a pleasure
cruise, however.
While in Bali, students will be
working on individual research
projects that relate to their major. The island will be their classroom as they tour the major attractions, temples and villages.
Students will also get the opportunity to hike up to a -remote
mountain village for an overnight
stay.
In order to go on the trip, students need to start planning now .
First of all, students need to fill
out an application form.
The application will them be
reviewed, and those students that
are accepted will then need to get

two letters of reference.
The next step, once students
have been accepted, is for students to enroll in .G.~o~.~~phy 398:
Geography of Bali in winterquar-

by Alwin, will help prepare students for the trip, as well as their
individual research projects. It's
worth 3, qedits and will be held
Wednesday evenings from 6:00
to 8:50 pm.
The third ste

spring quarter. When students
do, they need to keep in mind
that they will also receive credits
for the trip. Geography 493: Geography Field Experience/Bali,
will be worth five credits, which

quarter class load.
For students interested in going to Bali, you can either call
Professor John Alwin at 9633699, or stop by his office in
Lind Hall, Room I 17C, to pick

CARES:.
volunteer
jobs
available
From page 1
more prominent part of the CWU
curriculum. At some universities,
community service is required for
graduation. Johnson would like to
develop a program in which professors who already require service learning, to encourage other
professors to Ljo the same. . , . , , ,
·,'If you are interested ill' Centtat
Oai;~~· cheiek 'VUNhe ba Mettn board
io the..SU:B ..with information·about
volunteer opportunities which are
available through Central CARES.
To find out more information about
Central CARES, call 963-2415, or
go to Barge Hall, room 202.

..
~

1

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING
APPLICATION KITS (also includes

Federal Stafford and CitiAssist Loan
Applications):

D

CitiMedical Program

(for students of al/opathic and
osteopathic medicine)

D

CitiMBA Program

(for graduate business students)

D

. ·Jnttl~ g.~t,~ ~,iSsue; the

Obsei-V~r att:ributed the
' qu~te, ~Jt isn't tis against
tbepi" fo Brian Dolman.
· · The quote should have
'been attributed to
Chamber of Commerce \
President Gordon Wollen.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~Apt. _ _ _ __
City_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _Zip _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CitiEngineering Program

Social Security#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(for graduate engineering students)

(To better service you, be sure to fill in the Social Security number above.)

D

CitiNursing Program

D

CitiGraduate Program

(for graduate nursing students)
(for graduate students of all other
disciplines)
-

You are currently in: 0 college 0 graduate school

Year of graduation _ __

Field of study _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of college/graduate school _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:
Citibank (NYS), Attn.: SLC
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948

Are you a previous student loan borrower? 0 Yes 0 No

I
I

__
....
- - -

OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for Operator 298.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.html

CITIBAN~~

I
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HE'S SO SENSITIVE.
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HC ALWAYS ASKS ME HOW

I AM.

•

HE GOES WITH ME TO THE
MUSEUM AND HIS FRIENDS
GO PL\'f BAU. WITHOllT HIM.
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See Halloween for
Certain elements within society are on a hacking
spree. One side wields the chain saw of political
correctness, while another brandishes the axe of
conservative orthodoxy.
Both can be easily identified by the white, albeit
blood-speckled, sheets of idealism they were last
seen wearing .
Thanksgiving is no go.od to one side, because, they
say, it celebrates the plundering and conquering of a
peaceful people.
The other side has denigrated Halloween. They it
celebrates all that is evil, and indoctrinates children
into Satanism and perversities unspeakable.
The latest near-victim to escape a near -hacking
was the L.A. school district, who wanted to ban "the
Big 'H' !" But try telling your kids they can't exchange traditional rhetorical threats for bribe-candy.
Maybe there are some ways we can make the most
of both holidays: no giving razor blades, or alcohol
to under-aged trick-or-treaters; no shutting off your
lights and pretending you aren't home; take time out
from stuffing your face and swearing when the other
team scores, to be, thaq~ful.
Both holidays can.be a time to pass along some
kindness and good-will.
And while the sheeted marauders hack and shred,
the rest of us can go on celebrating these holidays, or
not.
And for whatever its worth, we can go on giving
them whatever meaning seems good to us. And we
can go right on passing that meaning along to another generation.
Someday there will be an end to the "Holiday the
13th" sequel, and maybe our wayward parts will
return to seek some sense of perspective.
The lions and lambs can lay down together, and
realize axes and chain saws were meant for cutting
down trees.

Plagiarism
•
a serious
subject
To the Editor,
I am very pleased to note that
some of our students seem to have
cultivated a keen interested in the
American political process and
questions of public policy.
President Clinton's letter published in the Oct. 12 issue of The
Observer was a rather harsh, partisan polemic aimed at congressional
Republicans and their plans to slow
the growth of federal spending on
education.
David von Ellinghaus should be
commended for reading Clinton's
piece and responding with a letter
of his own ("President Clinton an
egalitarian," The Observer, Oct.
19).
I remind Mr. von Ellinghaus,
however, that he may use the words
and phrases of other writers to support his own argument, but not without acknowledging his sources.
Mr. von Ellinghaus's response to
President Clinton contained material drawn word for word from an
excellent book by William A. Henry
III, In Defense of Elitism
(Doubleday, 1994).
Mr. Henry (now deceased) won
two Pulitzers, in 1975 and 1980. In
Defense of Elitism is an extraordinary book; I read it myself last
summer.
Mr. von Ellinghaus's "borrowed"
. passages may be found on Henry's
pages 12, 19, 20 and 59.
The borrowing is extensive and
mostly word for word and altogether unacknowledged.
To present another scholar's intellectual property as one's own is,
of course, plagiarism, and represents a serious breach of principles

of academic honesty. I encourage

Mr. von Ellinghaus to visit the
Department of English (or pick up
a copy of The Chicago Manual of
Style) and educate himself in the
important business of borrowing,
quoting, paraphrasing and citing.
Daniel Baldwin
Associate Professor, Music
Conductor, University Orchestra

Mini-Mint
•
reasoning
questioned
To the Editor,
As a philosopher and an ethicist,
I am both confused and morally
appalled at Michael Camarata' s
dangerously deviant Jetter pub1ished in the Oct. 19, 1995 edition
of The Observer.
Though I arrived on campus
only within the last month, the
frivolity surrounding the MiniMint controversy has, to be frank,
unhinged my sensibilities.
I am unsure as to whether or not
I will be able to perform my
teacherly tasks without an extended (paid) leave of absence to
recoup my mental well being.
(Dean Brown, please take good
note!)
All of this has been brought to a
head by Camarata' s thought-provoking, if wrong-headed, approach
to this matter.
As a philosopher, I am confused
by Camarata!s reasoning. His
claim that "without choice, there
can no longer be free will," is an
obvious confusion of cause and
effect: surely, the negation of free
will would cancel the possibility
of choice (in the Aristotelian
sense), but the removal of options
about which one might choose has
no bearing on the existenceornonexistence of the will (an internal

force existing independently of any
particular manifestation of its potency).
Even more importantly, as an ethicist, I am disgusted by Camarata's
mocking approach to theentireMiniMint controversy.
Those well meaning advocates of
decency who have defended the
moral fabric of our great land by
expressing appropriate outrage at
the readily available and perversely
green Mini-Mint are, according to
the diabolic Camarata, no more than
the oppressive caste, comprised of
repressive "forces" attempting to
deny our "freedom."
And now he chastises these
"forces" for attempting to rid us of
the corruptive influences of the blue
Mini-Mint.
These upholders of moral integrity should not have to suffer such
sugar-induced lunacy penned by
Camarata.
In every society there is a thin line
between freedom and order, legitimate criticism and irresponsible
hogwash, sound common sense and
risky foolishness . .
I contend that Mr. Camarata has
crossed that line.
Let us celebrate the defenders of

see CADELLO/ page 7
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CADELLO:
Sugar can be bad
for clear thinking
From page 6
the moral order, and leave Mr.
Camarata and his like to their sucrose-induced illusions.
Respectfully submitted,
Dr. James Cadello
Department of Philosophy

Proposed
remedy for
food waste
To the Editor,
After reading Jen Kandzor' s story
of Oct. 19 ("Your eyes are bigger
than your stomach"), I came up
with a number of ideas on how to
deal with the problem:
A) Ship the offenders off to a Third
World country for a month with
nothi ng-butthe clothes they ' re wearing and a toothbrush (hey, I'm not
totally without compassion).
B) Since the cost of such transportation might be prohibitive, an alternative might be to force the offender to Ii ve on the streets in one of
America's fine examples of an inner-city neighborhood (same con- .
ditions - clothes and toothbrush
only).
C) If, on the other hand, it's found
more desirable to keep the solution
closertohome - well, the offenders could always be hogtied and
turned over to the justice of those
students living off-campus who
have to subsist on ramen noodles
and macaroni & cheese week after
week (hmm ... that could get ugly).
In a world like this one is turning
out to be, where a sizable percentage of the population goes hungry
(tragically, not because of nature's
wrath, but because of the incredible
greed of a few), the sort of behavior
described in Ms. Kandzor' s article
is contemptible, inexcusable and
unforgivable.

Thursday, October 26, 1995
bone of this country; and without a
doubt, the United States would not
The direct loan program which dis- be the world power it is today withburses student financial aid directly out a doubt, the United States would
from the government, speeding-up not be the world power it is today
the loan process and saving student without the educational opportunimoney, would also be cut. In the ties and high standards we supported
Senate bill, the six month interest- throughout the years.
But today, our national priorities
free grace period recent graduates ·
have
become confused. In the
currently enjoy, would be eliminated;
1970'
s,
education accounted forover
this could add an additional $700 to
12
percent
of the federal budget; but
$2,500 to the balances of those who
today
less
than
five percent goes to
received federal student loans.
educating
our
kids.
The parents of dependent underAs a former educator, the mother
graduates who must take out addiof
two teenagers, I understand the
tional loans to support their children's
importance
of accessibility to higher
education would see their interest
education.
I know for myself, I
rates increase from nine to 11 perwould
not
have
graduated from
cent. And universities participating
Washington
State
University within the federal loan program would ·
out
financial
aid.
It
made an enorhave to pay a fee based on the nummous
difference
in
my
life.
ber of students receiving federal fiIt
is
important
to
me
to
make sure
nancial aid at their institution.
I know we need to work toward a
balanced budget, but I question how
this future generation will support
our country tomorrow without investing in their education and training today. Education is the back-

Assault on financial aid
by U.S. Sen. Patty Murray
The United States Congress is cur.rently considering legislation that
could become the largest setback to
education inAmerica,'shistory. The
Department of Defense budget by
$7 billion, both the House and Senate are making plans to cut education
programs up to $10 billion over the
next seven years.
NoMucation program escapes this
ax, especially federal financial aid.
Congressional proposals could substantially increase financial ais costs
to many college students, their families and post-secondary education
schools throughout the State of
Washington.
Student borrowers would feel the
pinch of these drastic cuts from the
time they started school throughout
their loan payments following graduation. First, the House bill proposes
that the Pell Grant program would be
slashed by $500 million abandoning
208,000currentstudentparticipants.

Page7
that those of you today, and your
brothers and sisters, or maybe even
your children tomorrow, have the
opportunity to get an education.
Whether someone is pursuing an
associate degree or working on their
doctorate, finances should not be the
determining factor in their quest for
further education.
As the Senate continues to debate
this issue, I can assure you that I will
do my part to see that adequate funding for education is maintained. I
will fight the proposed cuts and will
do all that I can to ensure your educational security. I learned a long
time age we each have a choice in
life; we can either sit at home and
gripe, or we can go out, get involved
and make a difference. You can
make a difference now by calling or :
writing your representatives with
your concerns.

Berni no
Sewing Center
HAttOWttN l'ATTt~NS ~ FAB~lOS
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2•4-•1

Bring in a friend and we'll give 2 Haircuts for the
price of 1. Includes : scalp massage•
consultation•shampoo•condition•cut•style•
cosmetic finishing touch
Please call 962-2600 today to schedule. Offer valid
with select stylists. Mention ad for
__ spe~ial. One person must be a first-time client.
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Sky Cries
Mary to
play SUB
Ballroom
by Jen Kandzor
Staff reporter
On Friday, Nov. 3, Sky Cries Mary will transform the SUB
Ballroom into a euphoric wonderland powered by the Seattle
band's space-rock psychedelia and mind-bending light show.
SCM was formed out of a senior thesis by Roderick Romero,
who was a theater major a mere eight years ago.
·
In his thesis ,Romero performed two dramas in which he
screamed a lot and threw raw bacon at the audience.
SCM has come a long way from throwing bacon, in fact, the
show has taken on a more musical direction.
After the ill-fated thesis project, Romero formed an industrialinspired band featuring two future Posies, Jon Auer and Ken
Stringfellow. In 1989 they recorded a demo in a basement
studio at Auer' s Bellingham home.
The band went on to release two albums, and their live shows
took off.
The band used lighting, costumes and such props as
mannequins, chain saws and explosives to create chaotic,
stimulating performances. But those days are now gone.
Two anonymous men left their opinion on the wall in an
espresso bar men's bathroom, and expressed their views on a
more recent show:
"Sky Cries Mary-what a bunch of hippy shit! Oh to the days
of chain saws and firecrackers!"
It's a sign of passing fimes;but it also shows how far the band
has come.
SCM was once Seattle's premier industrial band, and is now
a·premier space-rock band.
·
With the new sound, comes a new line-up: Anisa and
Roderick Romero, vocals; DJ Fallout on turntables; Ben James
on drums; Joe Howard on bass; Gordon Raphael on keyboards,
and Ivan Kral and Michael Cozzi on guitar.
The band has gained much underground popularity due to
theirunique shows which incorporate vivid visual backgrounds
and exotic costumes.
Last year SCM released their newest album, ''This Timeless
Turning" produced by Ian Caple.
"SCM reintroduces noisy guitars to their spacy voices in silky
melodies whose immediacy belies both the industrial and

Photo courtesy of World Domination

Sky Cries Mary clockwise, from top left: D.J. Fallout, Michael Cozzi, Juano,
'Roderick Romero, Anisa Romero, Bennett James, Gordon Raphael.
ambient influences of previous records. Having graduated
from both chain saws and incense, Sky Cries Mary have finally
made a record that amounts to more than an abundance of good
ideas," said Nils Berstein, from a review in Paper magazine.
SCM recently made a music first.
On Nov. 10, SCM was the first band ever to carry a live concert
in real time on the Internet to a potential audience of up to 10
million college students.
The concert was held in a half-finished office in Bellevue, and
was produced by Starwave, an interactive multimedia company.
This event came two days before the Rolling Stones capitalized
on the cyber-medium.
Krist Novoselic, former bass player of Nirvana, has a new
band-Sweet 75. They will be touring will SCM.
Just added to the tour is Hovercraft, with Beth Vetter

(Yes, Eddie's wife).
This special concert tour is sponsored by Microsoft and
Windows 95. Microsoft has provided copies of Windows 95
as promotional give-aways. A Windows kiosk will be set up
at the show to demonstrate Windows 95 and the Sky Cries
Mary CD Plus title, which will be available late fall. SCM is
one of the first bands to take advantage of this technology.
Microsoft has also provided lap tops and digital cameras for
the band to update daily their ..Sky Cries Mary On The Road"
Web page on the Microsoft Network.
This includes journal entries by the band, and backstage
photos. The Web site is: http://rocktropolis.com/skycriesmary.
Tickets went on sale on Tuesday. Prices are $10 advance.and $12 at the door.
The concert will start at g p.m.

Lola haunts::K amola.:

- - - - - - - - - -'-..4._'_

The leaves have turned, we've
put away our shorts, and the ma! I is
covered with chestnut hull mush.
0

Kamola Hail, Location of Lola's haunting.

Kyndra Stevens/Observer

make an appearance.
Who is Lola? Lola is the resident
ghost of Central. Her haunting
ground is Kamala Hall, the oldest
residence hall at Central.
The most accurate and widely
held version of the legend of Lola
is as follows.
Lola was a young, beautifol coed at Central during W.W.II.
Lola' s young love left her to right
for his country.
Then a tragedy occurred. Lola's

I
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love wa$ 'eithei: kili'ed imhe war o; ·
he unpatriotically jilted her.
Lola was not prepared to live
without her young man so she
dramatically ended her life.
Dressed in her wedding gown.
Lola hung herself in the fourth
floor attic of Kamola Hall.
Since that tragic night, Lola has
bee
luctant to quit her .a lma
malter.
~--For half a ccntury.--. rcsidcnts of
Kamola have had ~ttling
encounters with Lola. ~··.,-~-----. The most frequent cncou.nters with
Lola take place in the dim hallways
late at night.
.
Lola roams the halls in her
wedding gown. She is still searching

See LOLA/Page 17
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Bleeds Central dry
by Erick Hazelton
Staff reporter
The Central Washington University theatre arts
1995-96 season kicks off with a scream, as Bram
Stoker's "Dracula" hits McConnell main stage.
Opening Halloween night there will be an early
show at 6:30 p.m. with J Halloween costume
contest and dance following. Tickets are $IO
general admission and $5 for students and seniors.
Directed byCentral'sTheatreArtschair, Wesley
Van Tassel. the must-see monster talc features an
extensive set developed by professional desig ner
Randy Winder. The enormous set will include
two re volving stages which compliment a huge
castle facade. Seattle film special-effects expert,
Marc McDaniel, helped make the technically
challenging effects fun and thrilling to watch.
Some of the special effects will include blood,
impalings, neck bitings, smoking bodies, fog,
and lots of unexpected surprises.
Leslee Caul, Sales Director said, "The popular
monster talc will appeal to everyone, including
students."
Little do the townsfolk know of the evil which
lurks in the dark and dreary London nights.
Suspense intensifies as body after body is
discovered amongst the populace. No one is safe
from the blood-sucking menace that threatens
the citizenry.
Cast in the role of Count Dracula is Tom
McNelly, a junior theatre arts/performance major.
McNelly is best know by local audiences for his
dual roles as Bad Joe and Preacher in last season's
"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer."
Lucy will be played by Jennifer Bennett
returning to the Central stages after a successful
season with Laughing Horse Summer Theatre.
Bennett is currently completing her teacher's
certification at Central.
Cast for the roles of vampire wives, inmates,
sailors and townspeople are Kerri.Van Auken,
Danika Eger, Amber Hoff, Robb Padgett, and
Kevin Salcedo. Other cast members include:
David Foubert as Jonathan; Yumiko Fukushima
as the newsboy; Becky. Main as Young Lucy;

How to Ward Off
a Vampire!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jen Kandzor/Observer

Sprig of hawthorne
Silver & iron implements
Religious pictures
Holy water ·
Batswort worn on the
person
Thorns, especially of a rose
Garlic or the scent of garlic
A cross worn around the
neck
Avoid looking into its eyes

Erin "Mimi" Rodgers as Mina; David Plant as Quincy;
Keith Edie as Renfield; Sara Hill as Dr. Elizabeth Seward;
Abra Stanley as Catherine; Athena McElrath as Albertina;
James Austin as Arthur; Paul Wickline as Professor v·an
Helsing; and David Shoup serving as production stage
manager.
The Halloween opening post-show costume contest and
dance at the 'ltwer Theatre marks the first event ofits kind
planned by the theatre department. There will be a cash
prize of $50 for the best individual costume and$ I 00 for
the best-costumed group or co·uple. Prizes will be raffled
off, as well, and a mix of dance music which spans the
decades will be played. Admission to the dance is $2 with
all proceeds going to the Central Theater Club.
Additionally, Dracula will run November 1-4 and 8-11 at
8:00 p.m. and November 7 at 6:30 p.m. There will also be
one matinee of Dracula November 5, at 2:00 p.m.
For more information on group rates, tours, post-show
discussions or to reserve tickets, contact the Box Office at
963- 1774

Kyndra Stevens/Observer

Center: Tom McNelly (Dracula) bites Jennifer Bennett (Lucy). Bottomleft: Keith Edie eats spiders as Renfield. Bottom-right: Erin "Mimi"
Rodgers yearns for blood as Mina. Above-left: Dracula's cape created
by Professor Huaixiang Tan. Above-right: Lucy's dress created·by
Professor Huaixiang Tan.
Top: Dracula's mask created by Professor Huaixiang Tan. She formed a
mold of Dracula's face and then created mask by baking clay. She
finished the details by using latex then added hair and paint.

Photo courtesy of Theatre Department

For o~her blood-letting fun, view .these videos
by Brian Iverson
Editor-in-chief

Photo courtesy of Theatre Department

Kyndra Stevens/Observer

If you enjoyed the Theatre
dep artm e nt produ cti o n of
"Dracul a" then y'ou might also
enj oy some of the other videotapes
available for rent at local video
rental stores.
If you are interested, here are
some other interpretations of the
"'.ampire classic:
Most recent was "Bram Stoker's
Dracu la" feat uri ng the likes of
Keanu Reeves (Speed, Bill and
Ted's Excellent Adven tu re),
Winonna Ryder (Heathers,
Mermaids) and Antonio Banderas
(Desperado, Assassins).
Also available are versions of
Dracula starring Jack Palance
(Batman, C ity Slickers), o ne
d:rected by artist Andy Warhol,

and one featuring Sir Laurence
Olivier (The Jazz Singer, Ha mlet).
Other vampire movies that you
may enjoy:
• Interview with t he Vampire.
Ancient vampire, Tom Cruise
(Risky Busi ne~s. Days of Thunder)
tells his story to a reporter. Also
starring Brad P it.t (Kalifornia,
Johnny Suede).
• Va mp . Two college freshmen go
club-hopping in a red-light district
and stumble on a bizarre cult of
modern day vampires.
• Fright Night, and Fright Night
II. A teen-ager is convinced that
his new neighbor is a vampire and
enlists the help of his girlfriend and
a washed up B-movie actor to fight
them.
• Vampire' s Kiss. When Nicolas
Cage (Red Rock West, Raising
Arizona) falls for Jennifer Beals

(Flashdance, Devil in a Blue Dress),
she steals more than his heart, she
steals his blood .
. Qnce Bitten. Wackiness ensues
when newcomer Jim Carrey (Ace
Ventura, Dumb and Dumber) is
pursued by a temptress vampire
because he is still a virgin.
• Jn the Tr a dition of DraculaGrave ofthe Vampire. A vampire..
rapes a woman in an open grave
and the resulting baby is kept alive
by its mother bottle-feeding it with
herown blood. The bahy grows up
llghting urges to kill. As a teen he
decides to hunt down his true father
and kill him, removing the curse.
• To Sleep With A Vampire. A
vampire, Scott Valentine (TV's
1 ii.:k' of Family Ties) hunts the
night for victims while secretly
dreaming about the wonders of
daylight:

He recruits a stripper named Nina
to help him in his quest. ·
Directed by-B-movie king Roger
Corman.
• Captain Kronos - Vampir~
Hunter . A 19th Century mercenary
protects a small town from a
vampire who is stealing its main
resource; pretty, young girls.
• T he Wicked. A family of
vampires invites strangers over to
their home for dinner, with the
guests as the main course.
• Dracula Rising. A beautiful
woman feels drawn to travel to
Europe, where she meets Vlad
Dracula.
• Near Dark. A band of vampires
led by Lance Hendrickson (Stone
Cold, Aliens) initiate a teen into
their ranks only to have him rebel,
give hi msel fa ful I blood transfusion
and return. t9 ~qrmal _human status.

Photo courtesy of Theatre Department
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In the SUB rooms
206,207,&208
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Positions available:
Lift Operators, Rentals,
Food Service and More!

*

*

·Generous skiing privileges· and
employee shuttle are included in
the employment package at the
most exciting and friendly
$
ski area in the state!

*
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PRINCIPLES of S 0 UN D RETIREMENT INVESTING

w
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EVERY MONDAY AND FRIDAY
AT NOON IN ·sua RM 107
EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT 3 :00 PM IN SUB RM 104

COME JOIN US
FOR INFORMATION CALL
D. A.P. P. E. R. 963·3213
SUB 106
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets-money that
can help make the difference between living and living 11'e//
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on taxes right away. \Vhat's more, any
earnings on your SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive
them as income. That can make a big difference in how painful
your tax bill is ev~ry year.

As the nation's largest retirement system; we ofler a wide
range of allocation choices-from TIAA's traditional annuity,
with its guarantees of principal and interest, to the seven
diversified investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are very low," which means more of
your money goes toward improving' your future financial health.
To !ind out more, call our planning specialists at
l 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA information
kit, plus a free slide-calculator that shows you how much SRAs
~an lower yaur taxes.
.
Call today-it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. 5 "'
0 5tant1arJ d Pnor'.1 !n.wrana Rn ting Ann,/yJtJ, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc .. l.1f'f'U-DirtrMr,1 'Analyttcal /)11/a, 1995 (Quarterly).
CREF cenilicates are distributed by TIAA-CREF lndivi<l'ual and Institutional Scrvice.s, Inc. For rnore complete infonnation, induJing diarges
and expenses, call I 800-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or semi money.

eWarm 9mm removable
ThermoPlus®lnnerBoot
•Guaranteed waterproof
•Rugged full grain leather upper
•Non-slip "Aerotrac" outsole

Mundy's Family Shoes
Fitting Feet since 1938
Where the 13th Pair is FREE
MoJl.-Fri. 8:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m.- 4 p.m.

321 N. Pearl, Ellensburg

I

I

925~9725
VISA
Shop Mundy's Family Shoes

Wednesday
11/1/95

Thursday
10/26/95
• Salt Co. meets at 8:30 p.m. at the CMA
Church on 14th & "B" St. All are welcome.

• Salt Co. Bible study at 8:30 p.m. in the Mary
Grupe Center.
·

• Faculty Recital Series, Jeff Snedeker, horn
at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital.Hall.

• CWU Rodeo Club Dance at 8 p.m. in Club
Central. Cost is $3 single/$5 double. Come
early for free dance lessons. Everyone
welcome, kids too!

• Register your ski swap items in Tent-n-Tube
(today & tomorrow) from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

• Extrava-Ski-Ganza in the SUB Pit from 1O
a.m. to 2 p.m. Venders & Ski Reps from the
Pacific Norhtwest will answer questions.
There will be a noon presentation. Free.

•GALA meets at 6 p.m. in SUB 209 to support
gays, lesbians, and bisexuals on campus.
Everyone is welcome.

@)?&'(i

Friday
10/27/95

• "Dracula" presented by CWU Theatre Arts
premieres at 6:30 p.m. Halloween costume
contest and dance following.

• The Trenchcoats will perform at 8 p.m. in
Club Central. Cost is $4 in advance from the
SUB Info. Booth, $6 at the door and $2.50 for
Children.

•••••
·-

Saturday
10/28/95

• Native American Council meets at 6:45 p.m.
in the Chief Owhi Room in the SUB.
• Chi Alpha - Christian Fellowship meets at 7
p.m. in the Mary Grupe Center.
• Club S.O.D.A. (Students
Organizing Decision Awareness)
meets at 7 p.m. in SUB 104. Come
for the fun. Come for the friends.
Hope to see you there.

• Midnight Masquerade Dance from-9 p.m. to
1 a.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Semi-formal
attire - don't forget your mask! Cost is $5 per
person or $4 with a can of food.

Sunday
10/29/95

• Cooperative Education Program
Pre-employment Workshop "Applying for Coop Work Positions" at 3 p.m. in Barge 202F.

• Catholic Campus Ministry Mass held at 7
- p.m. in the Mary Grupe Center.
• Sophomore Recital, Heather Walker, flute at
3 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.

WHISTLER s·KI GETAWAY

aNIGHTS LODGING &LIFT TICKETS
FROM $242.00 PER PERSON
TRAVEL BEFORE DEC. 17-h

ELLENSBURG TRAVEL
200 N. PEARL

Now Located at the corner of Main & Tacoma

HUNTING LICENSE

WOOL GLOVES

Rag Wool
Getyour
~
Fingerless
. hunting/ fishing
license at Fort Mac.
General Elk season ~
opens 10/26/95
~l

Wool Glove
Insert

$4951t $295

WOOL PANTS

pants

13 ~

i'

-

\.
\

al

CAMOUFLAGE

U.~:;1my'
$
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4-pocket Jackets-

New from $24" ~
Used from $129Q

cargo
6-pocket pantspocket
wool pants New from $249Q
$19~

Used from $189Q

11

• Alpha Epsilon Rho (AERho) video &
broadcasting club meets at 5 p.m. in Bouillon
101. All are welcome.
• Black Student Union meets at 6 p.m. in the
Chief Owhi Room in the SUB.
• Campus Ambassador Christian Fellowship
& Ministry meets at 7 p.m. in SUB 208.
••

'

• Papa John's. Sub Pit 8 p.m.

Thursday
11/2195

• Salt Co. meets at 8:30 p.m. at the CMA
Church on 14th & "B" Sf. All are welcome.
•GALA meets at 6 p.m. in SUB 209.
• Cooperative Education Program Preemployment Workshop "Adjusting to the
World of Work" at 3 p.m. in Barge 202F.

At
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SPONS.ORED BY
TENT-N-TUBE RENTAL SHOP
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Homecomina Game.
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Wildca s ge
es ern
CWU Rodeo Club Dance

#
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Midnight Masquerade Dance

OCTOBER

6

Pr~game Pep lfally at 11 :30 in
front of Barge Hall. Root for the Wildcats
~ at 1 :30 as they play Sout~ern Oregon.
O Winners of the D~A.P.P.E.R. sponsored
Banner Contest will be announced during
FBI halftime.

a

SUB Ballroom 9pm to 1 am
$5 per· person ($4 with a can of food)
Semi-Formal with masks
Sponsored by RHC

i-

Come early for free dance lessons.
$3 Single/ $5 Couple in Club Central.
Roping and Dance contests with
prizes. Everyone welcome, Kids too!
All kinds of music.
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Entertainment by The Trenchcoats

This a cappella quartet will blend humor,
.
choreography; and creativity in a knock-out~performance at Bpm in Club Central.
$4 in advance from the SUB info booth.
$6 at the door. $2.50 Children.
411, ~
Refreshments available
fl~<.:
from Club S.0.0.A.
l

a
cc

ca.us

THE TRENCHCOATS
Sponsored by ASCWU Student Activities.
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DO~'T FORGET DAYLIGHT SAVIN~S TIME!

.SET YOUR CLOCKS BACK 1HOUR AT MIDNIGHT OCT. 28
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Wildcats fall to Vikings in Bellingham, 19-16
by Curt Nelson
Staff reporter
The Wildcats were involved in
another nail-biting, last second finish on Saturday, coming up short
once again.
This time they fell short of Western Washington University, by a
score of 19-16.
The game went back and forth,
and was tied at 16 after three quarters. In the fourth quarter Wade
Gebers kicked a field goal for the
Vikings to give them a three point
lead with four minutes left in the
game. In the following drive, senior quarterback Jon Kitna threw
his forth interception of the game,
which appeared to lock up the game
for Western, but Central's defense
came up big by blocking a 42 yard
field goal attempt by Gebers.
In less than a minute the Wildcats
drove down into field goal range,
and sophomore punter turned kicker
Greg Stoller attempted the 41yarder.
The kick was flat and
landed well short of the goal posts,
effectively ending the game.
"You could take away two plays,
and if they reversed we're happy,"
said offensive coordinator Bruce
Walker.
Kitna had a season high four in-

terceptions, three by Orlondo
Steinauer. Two of the interceptions were in the end zone, and the
third, by Steinauer, was returned
43 yards for a touchdown, giving
Western a 16-9 lead.
"There were bad decisions on my
part, the team counts on me ... , especially since the defense played
so well," said Kitna.
Central dominated the entire
game statistically, led by Jon Kitna,
who threw for 369 yards, completing 29 of 53 passes, including two
touchdown passes. Both touchdown passes were thrown to senior
wide receiver E.J. Henderson, who
had a total of six catches\ for
. 115
yards. Kitna completed at least
five passes to five different targets.
Included with Henderson's six,
were five catches each by junior
wide receiver Kenny Russaw.junior tight end Todd Murray, sophomore wide receiver Josh Woodard,
and senior running back Jamie
Christian. In addition to Christian's
receptions, he also led the Wildcats
with 13 rushes for 74 yards.
Referring to the offense being
spread around Walker said, "It's
the design of the system to spread
the ball around .. ., It's a credit to the
receivers, the quarterback and the
offensive line."
The Wildcat defense controlled

courtesy of Dave Fiske

Dolan Holt (#85) looks for room to maneuver around a Viking defender.
Western's offense all day. The
Vikings came into the game having
scored 24 touchdowns on offense,
but Saturday they scored only one.
Western had 326 yards on the game
which is well below their season

average of 493 yards per game.
"We dominated them .. ., We
kicked their butts, on offense, defense and special teams ... , They
probably feel they got a little lucky,"
said Kitna.

This Saturday is homecoming,
and the Wild~ats are in Tomlinson
Stadium, taking on Southern Oregon. The Raiders are coming off
a 32-14 win against Western Oregon, giving them a 3-3 record.

Central Spikers slam Clansmen,
Lewis-Clark State over weekend
by Mike Bellamy
Staff reporter

Brad Brockman/The Observer

Who do you cheer for? It was 'Cat vs. 'Cat during the
recent alumni ame.
e current team won.

Thursday-26
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Saturday-28

Sunday-29

*Women's
*Volleyball@ *Football vs.
Soccer@
Southern Oregon
PSU
UPS
1:30 pm
*JV Volleyball
@Northwest *Volleyball @
PSU
College
*Men's Soccer @

µ:i

i

Friday-27

The CWU varsity volleyball team
won both of their home matches
last week, beating both Simon
Fraser and Lewis & Clark State 3
games to 1. Both matches were
well played and most of the games
were close.
Last Wednesday's match with
Simon Fraser began with a onesided 15-2 game victory by Central. Simon Fraser, who scored the
first point of the game, was just not
ready for the Wildcats' onslaught
of spikes and blocks.

Mirranda Saari, a junior elemen- game three was CWU 15, SFU 9.
Game four was a battle all the
tary education major, soon brought
the team to a 7-1 lead with five way. SimonFraserquicklyjumped
service points. Saari, along with to a 4-0 lead over the Wildcats, but
Megan Prkut, shut Simon Fraser didn't keep it for long. Tracy
down at the net, blocking almost Harmon did much for Central' s
everything that came at them. Se- comeback with two aces during
nior Jill Taylor finished the game one of her rotations at serving, and
Taylor and Prkut's vicious attack
with an ace.
The second game, unexpectedly · on the ball kept CWU in the match
dominated by Simon Fraser, re- leading them to a 15-11 victory to
sulted in a 15-7 loss for the Wild- win the game.
"We kept coming back," said
cats. Central' steam really got back
to business in the third game with .Head Coach John Pearson. "[The]
two aces scored by Prkut and four , - - - - - - - - - - - service points scored by sophomore See SPIKE/page 17
Sarah Ludes. The final score of

Monday-30
*JV Volleyball
@YVCC
'

Tuesday-31

Wednesday-1·
*JV Volleyball vs.
Edmonds CC,
7pm

wwu
*Co-ed Soccer
*Co-ed Volleyball
*Basketball

.

-

*Women's Soccer
@WWU

*Flag Football
*Co-ed Soccer
*Flag Football
*Co-ed Volleyball *Co-ed Volleyball *Co-ed Volleyball
*Basketball
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Wildcat Quarterback Jon Kitna
breaks CFA passing record

courtesy of Dave Fiske
Jon Kitna (#3) at the snap during the Western game
Saturday.

by Curt Nelson
10, 722. Right now he needs 354
Staff reporter
yards to tie.
On Saturday, October 14, against
Kitna said he would like to be
Simon Fraser. University, senior seen as one of the best quarterbacks
quarterback Jon Kitna broke the ·in league- history, but it is more
Columbia Football Association improtant for him to win.
record for most career yardage with
"He's got a lot of composure ... ,
9,606 yards.
He's a great leader," said junior
Kitna's I Ith completion of the wide receiver Kenny Russaw.
day was a 26 yard strike that gave
Kitna's record puts him eighth on
him 9,397. The previous record the all-time NAIA passing yardage
holder was Marc Weekly, who list, and he has a good chance to
threw for 9,378 yards, played for becom~ the 29th player in college
Pacific Lutheran University from football history, -including the
1990 through 1993.
NCAA, to pass for over 10,000
Kitna_also has a chance to break yards in his career. He needs 25
Weekly's total yardage record of yards to reach the mark, that re-

quires an average of 8.3 yards over
his final three games.
Referring to the 10,000 yard mark
Kitna said, "I wish I could have got
it this week, in a win."
This season Kitna has completed
191 of his 305 passing attempts for
2238 yards. He has passed for 18
touchdowns, and has thrown nine
interceptions. His performance had
led the Wildcats to a 4-3 overall
record, and a 1-1 league record.
"We've only made the playoffs
once since I've been the quarterback, and making the playoffs is
more important to me than the
records," said Kitna.
Kitna graduated from Lincoln
High School in 1991. He lettered
in football, and baseball three times,
and twice in basketball. He was an
all-league receiver his junior season, switched to quarterback his
senior year, and earned MVP honors in his league.
Kitna, a math major, wants to be
a math teacher and football coach
when he graduates from Central.
He lives in Ellensburg with his wife,
Jennifer.

Down and
Dirty with
X-Country

/

You are

not

a

mooch.

a hole in your pocket renders you
you
You dial

But when

changeless,

r e l u c t a n t l y call the folks

collect.

1 800 CA LL AT T.
Your

pangs of guilt are

rrzinirrzal.

by Marcee King
Staff reporter
It's about mud, 6-8 inches deep at
times. It's pouring rain and steep
slopes, too. It's sweat and strain,
muscle cramps and pushing your~
self to the ultimate limits.
Why would anyone want to race
cross country voluntarily?
"Distance running is the most
basic and purely painful sport that
there is," second year Cross Country Head Coach Kevin Adkisson
said.
Cross country running is considered to be a tough sport because it
is constant and continuous. There
is no sideline for these athletes.
The average time for women runners is 18-24 minutes for~ SK race
and 25-32 minutes for the men's
team to run a 8K race.
All-American Eric Tollefson,
who was the first American across
the finish line at the Cross country
Nationals in Kenosha, Wisconsin
last year knows what it takes to be
successful.
"Cross country is unlike any other·
sport," he said. "It's. a 365-da)'-a-.
: ~ y~ar ·j06." i{ yo\i w~Tit to be good, ·.
;
t
y oucan ' t/•
•. ~'JGumon'ttak'eva~atKms.
" .~ffud:0 tO •fHicL .e~pe~t to.'be_·a.t
'Nationals.'• ·
"Cross country running is a combination of team and individual
sports," Adkisson says. "You are
running for yourself as much as
you are running for the benefit of
the team and the team score."
Last weekend, Central' s men's
and women's teams competed at
Western Washington University .
The womens team, which consists
of I 0 women, placed ninth out of
10 teams. The women were led by
seniors Rebecca Hill and Doreen
LeVander who placed 16th and 44th
respectively.
"The women had an average day,
even though some of the team had
•

I

I

•

f
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Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice~

AT&T

Your True Choice
• For interstate calls. Promotions excluded.
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCI.

© 1995 AT&T

See DIRTY/page 19

LOLA: Quite mischievous

SPIKE:
Team wins two
t~ugh matches
over weekend

However, sounds are still frequently
heard coming from the lockec!. off
attic.
Once, a staircase located behind a
locked door was repainted. After
some time had passed, the door was
opened. Lo and behold, a path to the
attic was worn through the new paint.
As a skeptical reporter and curious
Central student, I became determined
to crack the legend of Lola. I put in a
lotofhoursdoingresearch and talking
to students about Lola.
Right away I knew I was dealing
with a celebrity.
Every one I talked to knew
something about Lola.
I talked to previous Central students
who are now faculty.
Carolyn Wells, registrar, was a
willing researcher for me. She lost no
time in calling up friends to try and
find out more information for me.
From these contacts, I learned that
the legend of Lola has remained

From page 9

From page 15
kids kept their heads up."
Saturday's match with Lewis &
Clark State proved to be much more
of a challenge. In the first game,
Lewis & Clark went on an unanswered eight point streak. Despite
some hard work at the net, the Wildcats were beaten 15-3. This . big
loss must have struck a spark in
CWU, because they came back to
the next game ready to play. Jill
Taylor had five service points to
start off the second game, which
was tied for a while at 10-10, but
resulted in a three point victory for
the Wildcats.
The first point of game three was
an ace by Tracy Harmon, a 5'5"
junior majoring in bqsiness administration. This game was also a
close one, dominated by strong
defense, and won by Central 15-12
with a ferocious spike by junior
Brenda Butler, who also had four
service points during the game. Good net defense led to the Wildcats' match winning 15-1 l victory
in the fourth game. Butler once
again had four service points, and
Ludes came up with some great
spikes. The game was a battle all
the way, but Lewis & Clark was
finally put to rest with a big spike
from Prkut.
This game was a big upset against
nationally ranked Lewis & Clark
State. All of Central' s team members worked really hard at the net
through each game, forcing back
many of Lewis & Clark's spikes.
Harmon set up many of her team
members' most successful spikes,
and Megan Prkut saved many points
from being scored by digging up
some of Lewis & Clark's hardest
hits form the floor. Teamwork was
the name of the game.
"We adjusted," said Harmon, "It
was a total team effort."
The Wildcats are on the road this
weekend as they head south for the
Portland State University Invitational.

for her lost love in the twisting halls
and endless staircases of Kamola
HaJI.
A past resident of Kamola was
standing near the stairs that led up to
the attic. When he placed his hand on
the banister, he felt a strange heat
emanating from the wood.
Looking up he saw Lola gazing
mournfully at him.
A young woman had a long-term
relationship with Lola.
Whenever she returned to her room,
objects would be misplaced and
overturned.
No one else had a key to her room,
and her windows were always closed.
It seems Lola has a mischievous
side to her.
The attic floor where Lola ended
her life has long been closed.
Due to safety reasons, the doors
leading to th~ attic are padlocked.
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6 Ways to eat an Authentic Spot Bagel_! •
•
LOWFAT: Top a toasted Spot bagel with Ricotta cheese and •
•
: jam or jelly of your choice.
:
SNACK or LIGHT LUNCH: Spread mayo on each •
•e sideQUICK
of a sliced Spot bagel, add a slice of cheese and fresh tomato. •
e
: 1.

• 2.

•

: 3. INSTEAD OF PLAIN TOAST: Put your butter and jam or:.

: jelly on a Spot Bagel.

.

• into your favorite soup.

•

•

• 5. A SWEET TREAT: Slice a Raisin Spice Spot bagel and

••

: spread with honey or cheese and jam or jelly.

:

: 6. A SPICY TREAT: Cover both· slices of a Spot bagel with

:

: diced chilies and grated mozeralla cheese; put under broiler until

:
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"You don't have to be an athlete to use MET-Rx. You iust have
to be interested in your health. On<e y0u';e used it, you'U
wonder why you ha.~~n't bee~ using it your entire h1e."
TROY AIKMAN, DaUas Cowboys All-Pro Quarterback

MET-Rx

EIGINEfREDIUTAITIOll
!W~ .. r#IPJ '..tP'J,

(2nd Pizza must be of equal or lesser value. In store only. Valid only on 10-31-95)
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' BEER
$300 DOM_ESTIC
PITCH ER $500 MICRO-BEER.
.
2

925-•_>855

925-2467

ENGINEERED NUTRITION

HAt..t..OWCCN!

716 E. 8th
In the Plaza

BOOK & SUPPLY COMPANY

8th & Chestnut:

MET-

ONE PIZZA,
'G .ET ONE , PIZZA FREE ON

7

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:.... ,. ·· BUY

~

:

: 4. NO BORING SALTINES: Double toas~ a Spot hagel and dip:

WE ACCEPT ANY DOMINO'S OR
PIZZA HUT COUPONS

o

having her story uncovered by this
reporter.
As I wandered around Kamola Hall
looking for facts for my story, I had
a weird experience.
-I had the oddest sensation of
someone following close behind me.
When I turned around, no one was
there.
And as I stood near the locked door
that led up to the attic, I felt a cool
draft suddenly hit me in the stuffy
hallway.
Was Lola warning me? I don't
know. But my ghost-hunting days
are over.

!•

Bagels

Spot:

HOMETOWN
PIZZA PLACE"

fi

unchanged over the years.
I went to the library to look through
the war time yearbooks. There was
no mention of a girl who committed
suicide in Kamala.
However, there was a student named
Lola who attended Central in the
forties.
I also discovered that the girls of
Kamala put on a skit titled "Nola of
Kamala." This could be a connection
but I'm not sure.
As I finish this story, my view on
cracking the legend of Lola has
changed.
It seems Lola wasn't too thrilled on

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
iNOW FEATURING!

, Ir---~----------------,
FRAZZINI'S PIZZA PLACE
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MET-Rx is a delicious, low·fat food source
made from the essential nutrients of whole
foods. Easy-to-prepare MET-Rx shakes or
food bars contain the vitamins, minerals, ·
proteins, complex carbohydrates, amino
acids, electrolytes and trace elements that
your body needs.
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Soccer team on an E-Ticket ride of ups, downs
by Kim Echols
Staff reporter
Central' s women's soccer has had
a bumpy roller coaster ride these
past two weeks. One weekend the
'Cats had two wins and then the
next weekend it ended with two
defeats. With two more victories
under their belts the 'Cats are ready
for the playoffs. Central beat
Concordia4-2 in overtime, and the
women clearly dominated Evergreen State College, beating them
5-0.
Amidst the team victories, a private victory was won by senior
forward Erin Hamilton. In the
Concordia game, Hamilton broke
the all time Central scoring record
with her goal and assist. Erin
Murphy set the record between
1989-1992 with 25 goals and 12
assists which equals 52 points.
Hamilton has 24 goals and 15 assists totaling her points fo 63.
In the Concordia game, freshman
Melissa Sawyer made the first goal
fromacornerkick. Hamiltonmade

the second goal which tied the game Cunningham with double assists
2-2 with an assist from sophomore from Frazier and junior Dawn
Abby Hovsepian.
Green. Frazier was named PlayerSenior Kerry Moffat scored the of-the-Game by Foster.
third goal assisted by Sawyer. The
"We had a strong performance
fourth goal was made by sopho- off the bench. We just had a great
more Holly Smith with an assist game," said Foster.
.
from Hamilton. Player-of-theLast week the Wildcats lost to
Game was Sawyer, Foster reported. Evergreen 3-1. The women are
"Concordia never touched the ball playing without several starters,
in overtime. But we had 30 shots · inlcuding defender Darcy Neil.
on goal for the game and only four With the loss of starters the 'Cats
went in. lt'!i something we have to still outs hot Evergreen 22-8 but the
work on," said Coach Larry Fo~ter. shots just weren't going in.
"Everything (ell into place on Hovespian scored with an assist
Sunday (against Evergreen)," Fos- from Moffat.
The women also lost to Seattle
ter said.
The Wildcats took their shots University that weekend 4-0. Seagainst Evergreen and came up big. attle scored their first three goals
Hamilton scored the first goal from the first 26 minutes of the game.
This weekend Central plays
a rebound off the goal post from
senior Darcy Neil. Amanda Frazier Western Washington Univeristy
had an exceptional game scoring and University of Puget Sound.
two goals with assists from Central needs to win both of these
Hamilton and junior Jennifer games to qualify for the playoffs.
Another factor in deciding if the
Murphy.
The fourth goal was scored by 'Cats get their chance at the playfreshman Di St. Peter off a penalty offs is if Seattle does no better than
kick. The fifth and .final goal was a tie against conference leader
made by freshman Casey Simon Fraser.

Chris Urrutiaffhe Observer

Kerry Moffatt powers her way around a Western defender
durin a recent ame at Tomlinson Field.

Water Polo team gets psyched for regional tourney
by Zac Nelson
Staff reporter

Garrett Grobler/The Observer

Carmen Comco (#9) takes a shot as Amy Oliver (#1 O) tries
to block her.

After two long years, the Central
Water Polo Club is headed to the
Championship Tournament on
Nov. 18.
The tournament will decide who's
thekingofWaterPoloin theNorthwest. Lead by senior captain/coach
Bob Skinner, the team will be making its first appearance since 1992.
Despite losing Mike Shaff, their
leading scorer from last year, the
team has stayed focused.
"We're excited," said coach
Bob Skinner. "We should've

I

been there the last two years, but
money for the entry fee restricted
us from playing."
Now with the chance to show
what they can do, the newly inspired club practices with more intensity.
"We thought we should've placed
in the top three the last two years.
Now we get the chance to see how
good we really are," Skinner said.
Next Saturday Central travels to
the University of Washington, to
play against several other water
polo clubs from Oregon and Western Washington. Teams participating will include U.W., Highland Community College, Oregon

State University, and the U.W.
alumni squad. The games start on
Saturday at 6 pm:
If any students on campus are
interested in coming out and playing,_practices are held at the Uni·versity Pool on Tuesday and Thursday from 5 pm to 7 pm, and on
Fridays from 5 pm to 6 pm.
Because its a club sport no one
gets cut, and everyone who .practices gets a chance to play.
Also, if anybody with a few years
of coaching experience in Water
Polo would like to help coach there
are openings as well, just ask for
Bob Skinner at the noted times at
the University Pool.

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER

<lfl Holland America Line

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to campus

A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
SlllP"S kJ:GISTRY:

~WrllF.JU . ,\\:US
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Rll>..·ltl9ULAR & ICE
12PKCANI
Rl • ~5!9

Dream Crwse and Travel·Center
400 N. Sprague

9J5-J113
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Intramural Sports Scores
Volleyball

Flag Football

Co-Ed A

Division X

Team

Won/Lost

Dawn Bennett
Sprained Navels
PE/Fitness I
The Jury

4

0

7.1

2

2

1
1

3
3

7.2
8.0
7.5

Sportsmanship Team

Co-Ed B
Jerry's Kids
Scott Halsey
A.F. Death from
Above
Meisner Maniacs

4
3
1

0
1
3

1

3

8.0
7.0
8.0
7.5

Co-Ed C
Brian Butts
B.F.E.
Outlaws
Six Pack
Primetime
Sike Out

4

0
2
2
2
2
4

2
2

2
2
0

7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.0
5.7

Sportsmanship

Won/Lost

Justin Whitaker
A Few Too Many
Wart Hogs
Idda Bitta Pie
Jaimie Wattler
Westside Ballers
Bomb Squad II
Monsters

3
3
3
3
2
2
0
0

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students needed! Fishing Industry. Earn
up to $3000-$6000+ per month. Room
and Board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)545-4155 ext_A60931

1
1
1
l
2.
·2
4
4

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All stu~ents
( are eligible regardless of grades, income,
· or parent's income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60931

7.75
7.25 .
7.25
5.00
8.00
7.00
7.25
5.25

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+/ month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seas.anal &full-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call
1·206-634·0468 ext. C60931

Division Y
Dawg#
Matthew Lyons
The Bomb Squad·
The Creepers
Huge
2 Pumps & a Quiver
TheAA Club
ROTC

4
3
3
3
2
1

0

0

0
1
1
1
2
3
4
4

6.75
7.25
7.00
6.25
7.00
7.75
7.25
6.75

EARN CASH
stuffing evelopes at home. Send SASE to
P.O. Box 774, Olathe, KS 66051
.
***FREE TRIPS &CASH*"*
Find out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS
OF CASH with America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or.
Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL 1-(800)95-BREAK!
DISCOUNTED SOFTWARE
Microsoft Office $99.95. HP48GX
$189.95. Call HAS Collegiate Express
1-800-332· 1100 ext. 5

Co-EdD
Dan Potter
Monkey Spunk
Saints
Amateurs
Str8 Beve Poss
Good ·Fellas

4
3

0
1

2

2

2
1
0

2
3
4

DIRTY: Cross Country teams prep for Regionals
From page 16
a problem getting a good start,
which was due to six to eight inches
of pure mud," Adkisson said.
"The women' s team has been really close knit this year," said
LeVander. "This has allowed the
team to get through the difficult
workouts and be competitive at every meet this season."
The men's team, consisting of 10
men, finished I Ith overall out of 16
teams. Freshman James Day paced

SKI JOBS
*STUDENTS NEEDED*
Earn up to $2,000+/mo. working at a Ski
Resort this winter! Ski for Free+ many
other benefits! Call Vertical Employment
Group today: (206)634-0469 ext. V60931

7.7
7.7
8.0
7.2
5.2
7.5

the men finishing 39th with a time
of 28:39.
"The Wes tern meet is the meet
that sets the ton·e for the Regional
meet," said junior Merle McLain.
"What was impressive about this
meet was that the number 1 through
5 runners for the mens team ran
within I minute and 5 seconds of
each other. This will help ·us be
more competitive in Seattle."
Both teams travel to the regional
meet at Lower Woodland Park in
Seattle on Saturday,November4th.

RAISE$$$
The Citibank fundraiser is here to help
you! Fast, easy no risk or financial
obligation-greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals, Call Now. Raise
$500 in only one week. (800)862-1982 .
ext. 33 -

Chris Urrutiaffhe Observer

Central ruggers scramble for the ball as they dominate
Whitman in a recent match on the rugby field.

$1750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. No
experience required. Begin now. For info
call (301 )306-1207
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
DV-1 Greencard Program available.
1·800-660-7167 & (818)772-7168
#20231 Stagg St. Canoga Park, CA 91306

HOW DOES IT WORK? It's easy! Have your Sorority/ Fraternity or Student Group
help us coordinate promotions from various financial/ telecommunications companies
and your group makes money! It's so easy we call it a No Brainer! You make money
and it doesn't cost you a dime.
-

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES
Sign up now. Contact John Moser Jr.
925-1272

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED? Even easier! Just give us a call. We'll answer all your
questions and schedule you·r No-Brainer Fundraiser. We'll come and work with your
, group for the scheduled days... then you receive your check!!!

IT'S EASY! • IT'S MINDLESS! • IT'S A NO-BRAINER!!!

$

TD START CALL US AT: 1-800-889-7878
I LM. TO 5 P.M. ClllTRAl

••

$
1
: • ':

,;

FOR SALE
4 Stereo.Speakers w/mucho speakerwire.
Be the envy of your dorm. $165. firm.
962-9330 ask for lim
/.

.",.

~cUsi"oM"MADEJ~ELliv

·and designer sweatshirts perfect for gifts.
Special orders gladly accepted. 925-2222
••

~

•

"'\·•

~

'·

~o,

, 19" TRAILER ·.
Full Bat_
h, Refrigerator, stove, furnpce.
Would make excelfent studeht holising
$1250 OBP 925-2222
MEETING TONIGHT!
Interested in making a few hundred dollars
· betwee·n now & Christmas?! An Ex¥el ,
Telecommunications representative will tell
you how in a half hour meeting at 6pm at
813 E. 7th. (across from city pool). No
products! No collections! No customer
risk! Call Trevor at 962-1413

,4~ot~· ~~e-at #e"' Ta~te ,C,.o« tt'r0/

Ll/ll/!i1
ICFC

301 S. Main
925-1451

Homecoming 1995:
Ught and Sound Foot Parade October 27, 1995 6 p.m.
The Trenchcoats are coming October 27; 1995 8 p.m. Tickets cost $4.00
advanced, $6.00 at the door, children 11 and under $2.50. Tickets available
at the SUB information Booth.
October 28, 1995
Pep Rally 11 :30 a.m .
. Football Game vs. Southern Oregon State College 1:30 p.m.
Homecoming Dance SUB Ballroom 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Semiformal Midnight
Masquerade". $5.00 or $4.00 with a can of food.
11

Next B.0.D. Meeting October 31, 1995. 4 p.m. SUB 210

